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Coloring book to delve your senses into a fantasy world, and emerge with a heightened

imagination."Fantasia" An Adult Coloring Book is highly detailed and is a coloring book not like any

other you&apos;ve seen!Now her FULL LENGTH STORY edition is available in paperback! This is

a Beautifully illustrated fantasy coloring book, but it also features short stories written by her fans

that were only previously seen in the spiral edition. All 20 designs are hand drawn If you like having

a little bit of shading already there to guide you this is a great book to help create stunning

realistically shaded art! Some of the characters are the traditional line art without shading for those

that prefer that as well. There&apos;s really something for every colorist!Characters from Norse

Mythology such as Odin and his mighty 8-legged steed Sleipnir...as well as other fantasy beasts

such as dragons, angels, chimeras,harpies, gargoyles, and fauns. 20 characters in all!
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"The sheer artistry and shading of these drawings in Fantasia An AdultColoring Book are

remarkable and outstanding. The range of colors andimagination that you could apply to these

creatures from mythology isunlimited as you could make them anything you want them to be -

you&apos;renot limited to a preconceived notion. Any lover of medieval fantasywould love to get

their hands on this coloring book." -Reviewed by LoriA. Moore for Readers&apos; Favorite

--Readers&apos; Favorite



I hope to find a way to use my artistic talent to help preserve our planet... but in the mean time I just

want to share my creativity with all of you. Fantasy has always had a special place in my heart so

you will see that most of my pieces feature it in some way. The free range of thought and

expression that fantasy gives is very appealing to me. It's a way to view our reality through the lens

of a less restrictive glass. As far as my history goes... I have have possessed creativity and artistic

talent for most of my life ( ever since I could remember anyway). As a child I would compete in both

local and national art contests and I am ever so thankful that my parents supported me like they did.

I went to a magnet school (one where you had "majors" unlike most secondary schools in the US)

for visual art during my middle school and high school years. There I met other young artists and

honed my skills under the direction of my mentors.

I own the spiral edition of this book and loved it so much I thought I would buy this edition for family

and friends for Christmas. The paper is medium weigh, so you'll likely want to put an extra piece of

paper between the pages if you use pens. But each coloring page is single sided and the stories

that accompany the coloring page are really unique. They helped me imagine what the characters

should look like and made coloring them more fun! I'm learning how to shade so the light shading

she has on some of the pages is really helpful, but the shading isn't too dark to make it hard to color

over. A lot of grayscale books have too much gray so even though this isn't a grayscale book it has

some shading on some of the pages, but it's mostly white and black.

Absolutely stunning pictures to color!!! Grayscale is perfect & so is the paper it's printed on. Can't

wait to start, which I am right now :) Looking forward to posting some picts when I'm done...

I love this book amazing art. I love all of Casey Gilmore art she is amazing

This edition was great for gift giving during the holidays. It was one of my favorite gifts that I gave,

paired with some colored pencils and you have a unique and very affordable gift!

total disapointment

Our whole family loved it! Our whole family had a coloring contest! Our daughter's loved the

beautiful fantasy artwork and my husband and I really enjoyed all of the little details. Thick strong

paper, a perfect gift for anyone who loves coloring and fantasy art!



This book is absolutely amazing in every way. The paper, the images, and can tell this wonderful

artist has a lot of passion in what she does . Highly recommend this book !!

only 20 pictures, poor paper
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